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Abstract
The purpose of the present study was to conduct usability tests with home-care nurses and pharmacists toward commercialization of a simple and highly reliable system for measuring and managing blood pressure at home with the use of a smartphone, and to investigate issues for improvement. The prototype home blood pressure monitor was used by eight home-care nurses and five pharmacists, who subsequently participated in semi-structured interviews regarding usability. There were positive opinions of user-friendliness with regard to “preparation and fitting the device,” “blood pressure measurement,” “checking measurement values,” and “emergency stop.” There were negative opinions of user-unfriendliness with regard to “power input,” “pairing,” and “setting the interval between measurements.” Measurement and storage of values are straightforward with this blood pressure monitor, so it may prove beneficial for evaluation of treatment. The results suggest that both the hardware and software components, including user-friendly configuration and application, need to be improved.
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1. Introduction
The Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare estimates that as many as 40 million people in Japan have hypertension. The existence of “white coat hypertension,” in which blood pressure increases in the presence of a doctor wearing a white coat, as well as “masked hypertension,” in which blood pressure that is normal in the examining room is high when measured in the early morning or at other times at home, is now well known, and scientific societies have taken the lead in endorsing daily measurement of blood pressure at home. The results of blood pressure measurements taken at home are major indices for the selection of treatment strategies. There is increasing recognition of the need for blood pressure management and recording at home, but low adherence due to
forgotten measurements or falsified records is problematic when patients measure their own blood pressure.\(^2\)\(^3\) In addition, a blood pressure notebook is usually used for managing records of blood pressure measurement, but obtaining values that are accurate enough for medical care and recording measured values on a continual basis are a considerable burden for the patient. Moreover, measurement results are not always fully used because they are recorded in different formats.

To resolve these issues in clinical settings, we looked at how information and communications technology has permeated domestic life. As a result of the rapid proliferation of smartphones in recent years, smartphones can now be readily operated by anyone, and excel at data accumulation. Through collaborative research involving nursing science, pharmaceutics, and medical science, we developed a simple and highly reliable prototype system for home blood pressure measurement and management that incorporates these advantages of smartphones. Looking toward commercialization, the purpose of the present study was to conduct usability tests of the prototype with medical professionals to evaluate its user-friendliness as well as potential issues.

2. Methods

2-1. Smartphone-based home blood pressure monitor

The smartphone-based home blood pressure monitor prototype was developed in collaboration with TSS Co., Ltd., Tokyo. It comprises a main unit that can communicate with a smartphone via Bluetooth and a cuff (Fig.1). The main unit can be charged via USB, so it can be used outside the home as well.

An application on the smartphone for management of blood pressure measurement (Joint development: Cosmo Summit, Kanazawa) can display blood pressure measurements, record measurement values, and display the results on a graph. It can also be set to take automatic measurements every hour (Fig.2).

![Figure 1. Smartphone-based home blood pressure monitor (with cuff open)](image1)

![Figure 2. Smartphone-based home blood pressure monitor prototype fitted to the arm and graph of daily changes](image2)

2-2. Usability test of smartphone-based home blood pressure monitor prototype

Subjects: The subjects were eight home-care nurses and five pharmacists working at health
insurance pharmacies. They all carried out health management, including blood pressure management at patients’ houses, and were experienced in smartphone use.

**Survey period:** August – October 2016

**Survey method:** The developed smartphone-based blood pressure monitor prototype (hereafter, “blood pressure monitor”) was provided to the home-care nurses and health insurance pharmacy pharmacists, who were surveyed by means of semi-structured interviews after they had used it to measure their own blood pressure.

**Details of the survey:** The subjects were asked about the ease or difficulty of use and asked to provide reasons for their answers with regard to: (1) fitting the blood pressure monitor, (2) turning on the power, (3) pairing (making the main unit and the smartphone work together), (4) blood pressure measurement and setting the interval between measurements, (5) checking measured values, and (6) emergency stop. In addition, opinions were collected about potential issues when patients or medical practitioners actually use the blood pressure monitor. The data were recorded and verbatim transcriptions were made.

**2-3. Ethical considerations**

For the survey of home-care nurses, leaflets requesting cooperation with the survey were distributed to the managers of home-care nursing stations registered with home-care nursing associations within the Kanto region, and these leaflets were displayed within the facilities. To ensure that cooperation was voluntary, nurses who were interested in cooperating with the study were asked to contact a dedicated mailing address. The days and places where the subjects could cooperate were coordinated, and subjects were then asked to use the device, after which the interviews were held (Toho University Faculty of Nursing Ethics Committee approval no. 28011).

For the survey of pharmacists working at health insurance pharmacies, cooperation was requested from pharmacists who attended training courses held by pharmacists’ associations in the Kanto region. Subjects who agreed to cooperate with the study were loaned the blood pressure monitor and used it for about a week, after which interviews were held (Chiba University Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences Ethics Committee approval no. 243-6).

**3. Results**

**3-1. Usability test**

Opinions regarding the usability of the blood pressure monitor were classified and ordered into user-friendly points and user-unfriendly points by operation, and these are shown in Table 1.

In the investigation of user-friendliness and user-unfriendliness by operation, the opinions for “preparation and fitting the device,” “blood pressure measurement,” “checking measurement values,” and “emergency stop” included positive opinions. However, the opinions for “power input,” “pairing,” and “setting the interval between measurements” were all negative, indicating user-unfriendliness.
3-2. Potential issues upon commercialization

The present subjects were able to use the blood pressure monitor with a single explanation of handling and operation. The following opinions were given concerning issues when medical professionals or patients use the device themselves in the future. When patients use the device, they need to be aware of the following potential issues: “People who are accustomed to using smartphones, computers, and automatic blood pressure monitors can use this device, but it is difficult to use for those with no experience of operating such devices”; “It is difficult for persons with cognitive impairment or paralysis to use it on their own”; “Consideration needs to be given to the economic burden of purchase and communications expenses”; and “Personal data must be handled carefully.”

4. Discussion

Usability as characterized by the users was examined and considered for each operation. At the same time, with regard to potential issues when the device is released, points for improvement were investigated from medical, pharmaceutical, and nursing perspectives on the basis of the opinions that were gathered. The details of these are as follows.

4-1. Usability as characterized by the users

The blood pressure monitor is characterized as being small and light, and the ease of
handling was highly regarded by the users. Moreover, it was noted in the interviews that accurate measurement is unaffected by environmental noise because vascular sound does not need to be checked. Finally, the device was characterized as simple to use. These may have been latent needs of users, and therefore linked to a positive evaluation.

This blood pressure monitor automatically records blood pressure without the need for a doctor or nurse to be present, and the recorded data can be displayed on the smartphone easily. This suggests that the system will be useful for the evaluation of treatment of users who find it difficult to remember things, such as individuals with memory impairment due to aging.

4-2. Issues that came to light through this study, and points for improvement

Improvement of the cuff by changing the position of the hook and loop fastener in order to reduce the width of the cuff would be desirable, as there are expected to be users with reduced arm strength.

The power button is multi-functional and therefore different from the ones elderly people usually use, which has a one-to-one relationship between the button and the function. The medical professionals in the present study suggest that such users belong to the generation that is not accustomed to smartphones or smartphone applications. Thus, we believe that automatic pairing is needed between the application and the blood pressure monitor.

Furthermore, there is a need to enhance the functionality of the system and incorporate individuality to stimulate user interest in the device. However, as this would increase the complexity of the system, a new system with icons that facilitate intuitive operation is needed.

Study limitations and future issues

The subjects in the present study were limited to medical professionals. In the future it will be necessary to request the cooperation of healthy persons and others in order to verify improvements in usability as well as efficient and stable data collection.
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